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Commercially available middleware systems today offer best-effort Quality-of-Service (QoS) to the
application programs. Due to the natural limitation of resources and the differences between the priorities
and demands of applications, middleware systems must have the capability to offer varying degrees of
QoS. The QoS requirements of middleware applications can be monitored and fulfilled by configuring the
middleware [1]. This could be implemented, for example, by encapsulating the specific QoS concerns of
middleware within the components and by installing the most suitable component on a particular QoS
demand. Unfortunately, not all the QoS concerns of a distributed system [2] can be defined and
encapsulated by the interfaces of components. So-called crosscutting aspects [3] hinder the adaptation of
middleware systems since the implementations of QoS support techniques cannot be restricted to the
implementations of components.
Consider, for example, a client object that sends a message to a set of server objects. The TCP/IP protocol
can be used for this, in case only a few server objects have to receive the message. If, however, the client
object wants to send the same message to a large set of server objects, a multicast protocol would be
considerably more efficient than the TCP/IP protocol [5]. Transparent QoS management requires the
system to automatically switch from TCP/IP to a multicast protocol in order to meet the QoS demands.
We have been experimenting with this scenario using the ORBacus CORBA implementation. ORBacus
supports the CORBA/OCI architecture [5], which implements the functionality of ORB middleware with
three layers, viz. the ORB layer, Messaging (GIOP) layer and Transport layer. These layers are separated
from each other by means of an IDL interface. Consequently multiple implementations of each layer can be
supported in a CORBA/OCI implementation [4][5]. However supporting multiple implementation of a
layer can be still problematic. For example in the ORBacus implementation, the GIOP (messaging) layer
first issues a call on the Transport layer. The Transport layer returns a buffer object to be filled in by the
GIOP layer. When the buffer is full, the GIOP layer signals the Transport layer. The Transport layer then
retrieves the data and provides it to the TCP/IP layer. Consequently in the implementation of ORBacus,
static substitution of a Transport layer requires re-compilation of the GIOP layer [5]. Dynamic substitution
of the Transport layers [5] isn't possible in the ORBacus implementation, although this is necessary to fulfil
Transport-related QoS needs of QoS critical applications.
The origin of the problem is twofold. Firstly, in a design as exemplified by ORBacus, the buffering aspect
is non-separable from the transport protocol aspect. Each Transport layer may make different assumptions
about the buffering strategy and therefore swapping the protocol may be impossible without affecting other
parts of the system. Secondly, the GIOP layer and Transport layers [5] are (necessarily) directly connected
to each other in run time. This hinders implementation of a transparent QoS management system.
To overcome these problems, we propose a reflective and aspect-oriented technique based on the principle
of Composition-Filters. Our proposal consists of the implementation of three aspects. Firstly, we think that
the buffering aspect must be separated from the Transport layer. Secondly, we propose a message reflection
mechanism [6] between the GIOP layer and a Transport layer. The reflected message is inspected and
controlled by the QoS management system. Thirdly, we propose a conditional delegation mechanism [7] to
dynamically dispatch the requests of the GIOP layer to the desired Transport layer. The Composition-
Filters model is capable of expressing synchronisation [8], message reflection [6] and dynamic delegation
[7] in a uniform manner. In our implementation, synchronisation, reflection and dynamic delegation aspects
are implemented by Wait, Meta and Dispatch filters, respectively. These filters are placed between the
GIOP and Transport layers. Each filter provides extensibility within its aspect domain, such as reusable
synchronisation specification. In addition, each aspect expressed by a filter can be composed easily with
other aspects. This makes the system more extensible than the hard-wired solutions.
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